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The article is devoted to the problems of predicate typology from the point of structural 
semantics and functions. Statics and dynamics as the differential attributes of the process, action, 
state, quality predicates have been analyzed. 




Problem setting. Differentiation of predicates has long time tradition. By 
establishing criteria for this or that group of attribute words the linguists refer to the 
classification of Aristotle. The Greek philosopher distinguished three basic categories 
describing the relations in the real world: essence, state and relations – in logical and 
linguistic interpretation the researchers equate them to predicate signs. Logical field of 
‘state of things’ is universal for all the languages, but is filled with real meaning only in a 
specific linguistic cover. Therefore, classification of predicate units, being of general 
character, appeals to specific linguistic content. Predicative meanings show close relations 
between linguistic functions and notion categories. The latter ones are expressed in lexical, 
morphological and syntactic systems. 
Predicate groups are subordinated to specific requirements: every class of these 
units should have semantic features that would clearly delineate the field of certain 
grammatical notions and would be present in syntactic rules. According to the principles of 
semantic identification to such attributes belong non-substantive (paradigmatic approach) 
and substantive (syntagmatic approach) components. Non-substantive semes within the 
structure of a predicative sign determine morphological and lexical peculiarities of the units 
connected with time. Such attributes of physical time as linearity, length, vector, 
segmentation, etc. are reflected in attributes which are grouped by categories of temporality 
and aspectuality. If the first category includes ‘external’ characteristics of general time, 
then the second one reflects ‘internal’ temporal peculiarities of the action. One of such 
internal features of verbal predicates is binary opposition dynamics / statics, the 
characteristic of which is an aim of the research.  
Topicality of the research is stipulated by the necessity to conduct deeper 
structural and semantic analysis of different types of predicates, which, apart from their 
semantic universality, in every language have their grammatical and lexical peculiarities. 
Analysis of latest researches and publications. In Ukrainian linguistics the issue 
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of predicate system is studied by many scholars. In particular, the scholars study structural 
and semantic and grammatical peculiarities of sentences forming different types of attribute 
words [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 15, 24, 27]. In recent years researchers of grammar address secondary 
units, transposition processes, semantic complications of sentences due to the reduction of 
complex structures [13, 16]. Linguistics, in particular, Ukrainian one, clearly identifies 
semantic differential attributes of predicates [6, 7, 14, 19, 20, 27], however, despite the fact 
that there are a lot of publications on this topic, research of dynamics / statics as key 
semantic peculiarities of predicates of state and quality, as well as locativity and quantity 
have not been analyzed as yet. 
Main part of the research. Classifications aimed at analysis of predicate internal 
features are often defined by morphologized approach, as the key means of expressing an 
attribute word is a verb. Close relations of lexical, morphological and syntactical fields can 
be traced in the process of analysis of the verb and predicate. Thus, in some works of the 
researchers of syntax classes of verbs are likened to the classes of predicates, and predicates 
– to the types of situations reproduced by semantic models of the sentence [4, 29, etc.]. 
Traditionally predicates are divided into two generalized classes – ‘action’ and 
‘state’, or ‘process’ and ‘state’. Such differentiation reflects ontology of dynamic (action, 
process) and static phenomena (state). As it is known, such a division is related to the deep 
hierarchical division of verbs: “Grammar books all the time attempt to show the difference 
between the meanings of the verbs expressing ‘action’ from those expressing ‘state’ 
(mechanical movement and state in which a person or an object can be)” [18: 322].  
When it goes about distinguishing types of predicates, Ukrainian grammar 
includes both temporal and substantial characteristics, with latter being taken as the basis. 
Such an approach is convincing one, as non-predicate words are more characterized by 
paradigmatic semes, while predicate ones – by syntagmatic, as those that potentially 
determine a valent model of the sentence. The article is based on the variant of predicate 
typology developed by І. Vykhovanets [6]. Following him and other Ukrainian linguists [7, 
17, 19, 20, 27] we distinguish action, process, state and quality as key functional and 
semantic types of predicates and also quantitative and locative predicate syntaxemes 
[6: 256]. These units differ according to the content-related oppositional features: dynamics 
/ statics, temporal locality, stage, activity / passivity of the subject. Large number of 
categorized semantic features present in the predicate structure reveals complexity of this 
linguistic sign. Functional and semantic field of the predicate is a macrostructure which is 
formed by the grammar elements of the language in combination with lexical and word-
building ones. Attribute word combines in itself universal and idioethnic, and its meaning is 
related to a number of linguistic levels.  
Within the aspect of grammatical semantics, dynamics / statics is defined as one of 
the differential features of a predicate that is related to its temporal characteristic. 
Philosophy of language rightly binds time to the image of the predicate-verb, and associates 
space with the substantive characteristics of the model of reality: in the consciousness of a 
man objectivity is associated with the spatial and qualitative and quantitative parameters of 
objective reality, while procedural – with the existence of material bodies in the flow of 
time. The analyzed opposition is based on the physical concepts of statics and dynamics of 
action. Its main substantive opposition concerns the temporal interpretation of the 
predicate. Selected categorical opposition is a powerful semantic parameter of the 
predicate, subordinated to the conceptual foundations of the attribute word – existence in 
space and time. The categorical component of dynamics (statics) is also distinguished at the 
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lexical level of the predicate word. That is why, following this dichotomous feature 
traditional grammar has identified the axiomatic notions for the verb such as ‘action’ and 
‘state’. The division associated with such a distinction of verb vocabulary also covers the 
predicate signs. According to the categorical features, units that denote action in a broad 
sense qualify as dynamic. Static are those that have a stable, absolute temporal nature. 
Therefore, predicates of action and process are characterized with an attribute of dynamics, 
predicates of state and quality are characterized with that of statics.  
In the Ukrainian language verbs are lexicalized by the analyzed opposition: 
dynamics / statics has no morphological indicators, native speakers mostly determine the 
degree of activity of the verb-predicate a priori, based on knowledge of the semantics of the 
unit, which gives grounds to consider it to be a hidden category. Hidden categories have 
different meanings to characterize a predicate unit. Usually ‘concealment’ is a characteristic 
feature of the lexical level. Lexical attributes serve as distinguishing features, as they are 
constants for the predicate and semantic model of the sentence. However, those features, 
which depend on the external factors of the utterance, have a modifying character. They 
arise in certain actualized situations and for the predicate play the role of speech 
concretizers, pointing to the possibility of combination with different adverbial modifiers. 
Oppositional features of dynamics / statics are related not only to the lexical 
peculiarities of the verb, but also grammatical ones – they are related to the semantics of the 
aspect-related meanings of the verb, therefore, they can be considered in the plane of 
aspeсtuality [15: 59]. In particular, verbal predicates can be analyzed at the background of 
‘internal threshold’ which is an aspectual feature characterizing temporal limit of the action 
and is correlated with aspect semantics. According to this feature, boundary (limiting) are 
those verbs the meaning of which includes time restrictions; non-boundary (non-limiting) – 
where this restriction is absent [21: 11]. Internal threshold is present in all the verbs of the 
perfective aspect, as in such verbs this feature is expressed grammatically, and selectively – 
in those of the imperfective aspect: this feature in such verbs has lexical expression. 
Regarding the latter ones, this feature is present only in those imperfect forms, the action of 
which is aimed at the result shown by the corresponding perfect form. According to such 
interpretation, we consider that to the boundary verbs belong such verbs as розцвісти, 
побілішати, спорудити, розбудити, as they indicate the result expressed in the form of a 
perfective aspect, as well as such verbs as розцвітати, білішати, споруджувати, 
будити, as their semantics is result-oriented. Non-boundary verbs are блищати, яснітися, 
мерзнути, ненавидіти, сумувати, as their semantic structure does not include the 
component ‘oriented at completion’. Thus, the feature of internal threshold is peculiar for 
those verbs that are morphological expressions of dynamic predicates – action and process; 
it is absent in those verbs, which express static predicates – state. This classification of the 
predicate words shows correlative character of dynamics and statics features. 
The opposition under analysis also correlates with other categorical attributes of 
the predicate, for example, with activeness / passiveness of action. Thus, dynamic 
predicates ‘require’ from the subject ‘the flow of energy’, while static ones do not. Relation 
with stage-related attribute lies in the fact that dynamic situations presuppose change of 
different, in terms of their character, stages (бігти, намалювати, відрости, 
червонішати), while static ones – identical (знати, висіти, любити, виднітися). 
Dynamics of action and process predicates on the one hand, and statics of state and quality 
on the other hand, are revealed in peculiarities of temporal localization. 
Within the category under research the scholars mainly focused on the attribute of 
statics, which is present in the predicates of state [5: 32], [8: 55], [9: 16], [12: 15], [22: 5], 
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[24: 65], [25: 74], [29: 488]. Such focus is not accidental, as these predicates, irrespective 
of elementary sense structure – concentration of an attribute in a subject, are complex ones 
regarding their functionality. In linguistic literature apart from the term ‘static’ there are 
also such terms as ‘stative’, ‘statal’, ‘statual’, ‘state’. The popular idea about 
interchangeability of these notions is not always justified, as it allows overlapping of 
aspectual and generic features. The notion of ‘stativeness’ is a general attribute of a 
category; ‘states’ and ‘statives’ have narrower meaning; ‘statality’, ‘statuality’ are more 
frequently used in the meaning of ‘mode of action’. Philosophical understanding of static 
character as quietness provides for its adequate interpretation in the language. This notion 
includes two attributes of the predicate regarding time: 1) static feature of the subject 
regardless of time; 2) attribute that can include time characteristics. On this basis we 
differentiate between predicates of state and quality: one can virtually imagine the 
beginning or the end of a certain state, but not the attributes the object has. Nominative 
predicates of quality (properties) are ‘panchronic’ ones; they are beyond temporal 
characteristics. Statics of predicates of quality is an inseparable feature of a being or an 
object, indicating their peculiarity, difference from other beings or objects: Сукня довга. 
Усі дівчата були працьовитими. Парубок вродливий. Пес неймовірно злий. Ганнуся 
вродливіша від сестри. 
Statics of predicates of state is ambiguous as they, contrary to dynamic predicates 
of action or process, can be expressed, apart from verbs, also by adverbs, nouns with 
prepositions and sometimes by adjectives, compare: Хлопчик спить. Мені сумно. Він у 
відчаї. Марія сумна. 
State-related features of a verb can depend on the will of the subject (Жінка 
стоїть) or not (Я мерзну). Regarding functionality the former are related to actions, as 
there is a possibility to paraphrase certain structures with such predicate words into passive 
constructions, compare: Упорядкувати подвір’я (action). Бачити світ (state) → 
Упорядковане подвір’я. Бачений світ.  
In linguistics there is differentiation between temporal or physical states → спати, 
горіти; stable (mainly psychic) → любити, ненавидіти; irreversible (unchanged) → 
бути смаженим, бути дорослим [26: 6], [10: 16]. The latter ones can be considered 
within the category of the predicates of quality as they do not have temporal relations and 
are inseparable features of the subject. Predicate models Хлопець голодний. Дівчина 
доросла. Курка смажена indicate the features of subjects which are beyond temporal 
relations. 
An inseparable component of verbal state is a feature of procedurality expressed 
by the imperfect aspect. The state does not have signs of internal threshold and it is 
expressed in aspect-related peculiarities – absence of a pair (perfective) form. Formation of 
a perfective form requires changes in the lexical and grammatical structure of the verb: the 
static balance of a subject is “ruined”, consequently, the meaning of the predicate situation 
is changed: Я хворію → static situation; Я захворію. Я перехворів → change of state, 
dynamic situations. 
Dynamics of verbal predicates is a complicated and multi-functional phenomenon 
which differs from static attribute, but has dialectic relations with it: formation of linguistic 
meanings transforms static features into dynamic ones, which different stages are related to 
certain stages of predicative situations. In general dynamics is a perceptive attribute: 
evaluating an event we estimate with the help of our senses the likelihood of action of 
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process. On the one hand, such evaluation is related to the temporal prospect of a predicate, 
and on the other hand, – with the abilities of a subject-doer. 
Dynamics is a major semantic attribute of action predicates and less important 
attribute of process predicates. The verbs in first predicate function have the meaning of 
actionality: their subject is an active doer. Action-related predicates are given broader 
functional possibilities than other types of predicates. They have better valent potential and, 
consequently, more extended valent frames, which can be illustrated by the sentence that 
apart from subject syntaxemes, have also object or addressee syntaxemes: Шумів зелений 
лист, а голос той коханий про волю золоту співав мені (Lesia Ukrainka). Дівчата 
дарували хлопцям писанки (D. Pavlychko). The highlighted predicates have features of 
causality and determinativeness related to the characteristics of the active subject-doer. A 
clear marker of “action” is conscious and determined character of the feature bearer. 
Predicate units with the meaning of process are characterized by moderate 
expression of dynamics which in terms of its character is uncontrolled. Dynamic process is 
arbitrary, even spontaneous. This attribute is marked by the absence of active beginning in 
the situation reflected by these predicates. Its dynamics is motivated by objective factors of 
existence. It is shown in gaining or losing features of a subject. It can be external or internal 
changes that are perceived by visual, audial and tactile receptors and are related to certain 
properties of the environment, development of flora and fauna, physical and physiological 
states of people, etc.: Вже надворі вечоріло, вже й смеркалось (І. Nechui-Levytskyi). 
Вигон і цвинтар спустів (І. Nechui-Levytskyi). …Була-бо весна, листя тільки 
проросло… (V. Shevchuk). Обличчя його ще більше почорніло (V. Shevchuk). Dynamics 
of process predicates is a contradictory feature in a sense that it is not the result of subject’s 
will. 
It is the aspectual trait of dynamics aimed at indicators of aspect-related meanings 
which makes it possible to differentiate between ‘unlocked’ character of this feature (in the 
imperfective forms) and ‘locked’ (in the perfective units), which is well-correlated with 
division of predicates into ‘processes” and ‘actions’. This division is imposed on notions of: 
1) duration → А Сакуниха при тому ганьбленні стояла не своя, і червоніла, й біліла, й 
сіріла, й чорніла, й зеленіла…(V. Shevchuk); 2) instantaneousness of the predicate action 
(process) → Він [Балабуха] зблід, потім почервонів, потім знову зблід (І. Nechui-
Levytskyi).  
As the analyzed attribute does not have grammatical indicators in the language, 
native speakers intuitively feel what is hidden behind the notion of dynamic or static 
attribute, how much the action process) is result-oriented. However, such subjective 
evaluation is partially supported grammatically. In linguistics there have been developed 
certain methods to identify these categorical attributes of the predicate. One of such means 
is ‘elimination rules’ [2: 88], which are based on the basis of logical disjunction 
(exclusion). Using these rules one can identify the character of predicate dynamics (active 
or passive), i.e. identify whether predicate belongs to action or process. It is identified that 
process predicates require the question What has happened (or is happening) to the 
subject?, while those of action do not take this question [28: 119], compare: Людина 
старіє / постаріла” → What is happening to a person?; Дівчина читає / прочитала 
книжку” → What is the girl doing?  
Also widespread is the distributive method or ‘inclusion in the context’ [23: 41], 
[10: 22]. Its initial statement – ‘the meaning of the words is identified through its 
combinability’. Remark of H. Zolotova that statics is a constant unchangeable attribute with 
a generalized, not actual meaning [11: 246], has been supported by those scholars that 
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researched combinability of different predicates. To differentiate between dynamic and 
state predicates (evaluating the former as the attribute with temporal restrictions, and the 
latter one – without is) Т. Alisova suggests the test question When? [1: 87]. According to 
the researcher, the question will be answered only with a dynamic predicate localized in 
time. This idea can be taken into consideration, but with some restriction: temporal states 
also can be extended by adverbial modifiers of time, compare: Навесні вони посіяли тут 
кукурудзу → action; Лице тоді поповнішало й покращало (І. Nechui-Levytskyi) → 
process; Уночі він спить міцно → temporal state. Presence in a dynamic action of such 
integral semes as ‘development’ or ‘movement’ also is reflected in the combinability with 
adverbial determinants. Thus, verbal states cannot be combined with the words швидко, 
повільно as they are incompatible with the idea of speed. One can say Дерева швидко 
жовкнуть, but the utterance Хлопець швидко слабує will be incorrect. The more 
‘concentrated’ is the attribute of dynamics in a predicate, the higher is syntactic connection 
with the aforementioned adverbs. Exemplary from this point of view are ‘process states’, 
expressed by such verbs as горіти, кипіти, варитися, блищати. Even minor attribute of 
dynamics in such units allows combinability with adverbial modifiers with the meaning of 
speed: Юшка вариться швидко. In this sentence predicate attribute is perceived as 
generalized one, deprived of the meaning of actuality and clear temporal localization. The 
change of the state of the soup is a regular process of existence, that is why it can be 
considered as general attribute of the subject. 
Among the methods of semantic modeling an efficient one is paraphrasing of 
utterances. Yu. Apresian states that transformation method is also a tool to identify 
semantic classes, and to distinguish meanings of polysemantic units [2: 543]. Thus, 
dynamic predicates of action aimed at the object can be transformed in passive forms 
(causative → caused form): Хлопчик намалював дерево → Дерево намальоване; Мати 
зварила куліш → Куліш зварений. Predicates, where action(process) are subject-oriented, 
do not have these attributes: Хлопчик біжить. Дерево розцвітає.  
Conclusions. Thus, attributes of dynamics / statics projected at predicate typology 
are reflected in the peculiarities of each type of predicates. According to the analyzed 
attributes predicate system of the Ukrainian language is divided into two planes – dynamic 
(action and process) and static (quality and state). Within these planes predicates are 
differentiated according to their features. Thus, action is characterized by active, conscious 
dynamism on the part of the subject; process is arbitrary, passive with a feature of passive 
subject. In the field of structural and semantic analysis dynamics and statics can be 
considered separate microfields with a nuclear and periphery. The fact that the language has 
predicate units of syncretic character as to the identified features shows that the fields in 
question exist not in an isolated way, but overlap.  
Results of the research of semantic attributes of dynamics / statics for primary 
predicates can be further used for the analysis of secondary units; in particular, when it 
goes about syncretic manifestations of such attributes.  
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Розглянуто онтологічну бінарну опозицію статичності / динамічності як одну з 
основних диференційних ознак предикатної типології, яка охоплює такі основні семантичні 
типи предикатів, як дія, стан, процес та якість. 
Динамічними можна вважати ті одиниці, що позначають дію в широкому розумінні, 
статичними – що мають стабільний, абсолютний часовий характер. Відтак, у контексті 
предикатної типології предикати дії (Я читаю) та процесу (Чоловік мудрішає) наділені 
властивостями динамічності, а стану (Дівчата сумують) та якості (Дівчата вродливі) – 
статичності. В українській мові дієслова лексикалізовані за аналізованою опозицією: позаяк 
вона не має морфологічних показників, носії мови здебільшого визначають динамічність чи 
статичність апріорно, на основі семантики одиниці, що дає підстави вважати її прихованою 
категорією. Аналізована ознака стосується не лише лексичних, а й граматичних значень: у 
канві дієслівного вираження предиката розглядаємо її в тісному зв’язку зі семантикою видових 
значень – аспектуальністю. 
Ознака статичності як філософське розуміння спокою охоплює дві ознаки: 1) сталу 
властивість суб’єкта безвідносно до часу; 2) ознаку із часовими властивостями. Ознака 
статичності неоднорідна морфологічно: наприклад, предикати стану виражаються дієсловами, 
прислівниками, прикметниками, іменниками. Статичні предикати можуть мати різні ознаки у 
функціонально-семантичному аспекті: залежати чи ні від волі суб’єкта; бути часовими чи 
незворотними; вони не наділені ознакою внутрішнього порогу. 
Ознака динамічності, властива діям і процесам, перцептивна ознака: вона пов’язана з 
часовою перспективою предиката, а також із можливостями діяча-суб’єкта. Ознака 
динамічності для різних типів предикатів має свої особливості: предикати дії акціональні 
(суб’єкт – активний виконавець), каузативні, часто цілеспрямовані; для предикатів процесу 
динамізм помірний, некерований із боку суб’єкта, мотивований об’єктивними чинниками 
буття. Динамічність корелює із часовою тривалістю чи миттєвістю, відзначається реальним чи 
потенційним значенням часового порогу. 
У встановленні прихованих значень динамічності / статичності застосовано та 
проілюстровано граматичні прийоми: ‘правило закреслювання’ (на основі логічної 
диз’юнкції), дистрибутивний метод (включення в контекст), метод трансформації. 
Ключові слова: динамічність, статичність, предикат, стан, дія, процес, якість. 
 
 
